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Abstract
In the industry, real-time systems are specified as a set of
hundreds of functionalities with timing constraints. Im-
plementing those functionalities as threads in a one-to-
one relation is not realistic due to the overhead caused
by the large number of threads. In this paper, we present
task clustering, which aims at minimizing the number of
threads while preserving the schedulability. We prove
that our clustering problem is NP-Hard and describe a
heuristic to tackle it. Our approach has been applied to
fixed-task or fixed-job priority based scheduling policies
as Deadline Monotonic (DM) or Earliest Deadline First
(EDF).
1 Introduction
In this paper, we focus on real-time systems program-
ming. Designs of such systems often consist of several
hundreds of high-level functionalities (or computational
nodes) with timing constraints. For example, the num-
ber of nodes ranges from 500 to 1000 in the flight control
system of an aircraft or of a space vehicle [9, 17]. When
implementing such systems, real-time programmers can
not directly implement each of the nodes as a thread (or
task) because real-time operating system usually do not
support such a high number of threads. This limitation
stems from the fact that having a huge number of tasks in
a system induces important overheads, such as time over-
head due to context switches [33, 21] and a bigger mem-
ory footprint (e.g. task control block, size of the stack,
etc.) Thus, to cope with this limitation, real-time devel-
opers have to group several nodes together into the same
thread. This work is generally performed manually and
may be tedious and error prone regarding the number of
nodes involved. We are concerned here with the automa-
tion of this process.
In our work, we address this question from the schedul-
ing point of view. Wemodel a system as a set of tasks with
real-time constraints, where each task is characterized by
an execution time, an activation period and a deadline, in
the same way as Liu and Layland’s task model [24]. With
respect to this model, nodes can simply be considered as
finer grain tasks, while threads (which may consist of sev-
eral nodes) are just coarser tasks. Thus, mapping nodes to
tasks amounts to gathering several tasks into a single one,
which we call task clustering. Clustering several tasks
implies to choose only one deadline for the cluster, which
may reduce some task deadlines. As a consequence, we
have to check that the system schedulability is preserved
after the clustering.
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Related Works In the literature, task clustering is most
often studied in the context of distributed systems imple-
mentation, where it consists in distributing a set of tasks
over a set of computing nodes (processors or cores). This
is different from our context, because in the distributed
systems context a cluster corresponds to the set of tasks
allocated to the same computing resource. For instance,
works [29, 1] aim at minimizing communications by clus-
tering tasks that communicate a lot. The approaches
in [28, 19] cluster tasks based on communications, in or-
der to reduce the system makespan. The number of tasks
of the resulting implementation is however not reduced.
Task clustering is known as runnable-to-task mapping
and is identified as a step of the development process
in the augmented real-time specification for AUTomo-
tive Open System ARchitecture (AUTOSAR) [4]. This
document and [33] also provide guidelines defining un-
der which conditions runnables can be grouped to the
same tasks. In that context, authors of [25] proposed two
heuristics for multicores architecture. The first one allo-
cates runnables to cores considering dependencies, local-
ity constraint and core load. The second one constructs
the sequencing of the runnables through one dispatcher
(or sequencer) task per core. They consider implicit dead-
lines and fixed task-priority scheduling. In the same con-
text, authors of [38] formulate the task clustering problem
as an optimization problem. Authors present a first tech-
nique based on mixed integer linear programming (MILP)
and a second one based on the genetic algorithms (GA) to
optimize end-to-end responses and memory consumption.
Runnable-to-task mapping is a step of the work of [41],
but it is restricted to functionalities that have deadlines
equal to their periods.
In a model-driven development context, authors of [26]
aims at reducing the number of priority levels by gouping
tasks. They propose a technique based on MILP to reach
a specific number of priority levels that the target RTOS
can handle. In [13, 27], the authors study the multi-task
implementation of multi-periodic synchronous programs
and must allocate the different elements of the program to
tasks. The clustering is out of the scope of [27], while the
heuristic proposed in [13] is very specific to the language
structure. The necessity of the task clustering is also em-
phasized by Zheng and Di Natale in [39]. They claim that
mapping each functional node of their system design to
a task is not realistic regarding the context switch over-
heads. Santinelli et al. [32] propose to reduce the number
of real-time tasks in a uniprocessor system. They consider
tasks with precedence constraints and their main objective
is to cope with the high complexity of the schedulability
analysis with a large set of tasks. They mostly consider
functional requirements and temporal constraints are lim-
ited to monoperiodic task sets. Their model is based on la-
tency constraints while we work with multi-periodic sys-
tem on a deadline-based model.
This research In this paper, we propose a technique to
minimize the number of tasks in a real-time system while
preserving timing constraints and schedulability. This
work aims at exploring the task clustering in simple set-
tings so as to better comprehend the problematic before
tackling task clustering with precedences constraints. Un-
like existing works, we consider both fixed task-priority
and fixed job-priority scheduling policies. We also pro-
pose conditions under which tasks can be grouped with-
out affecting the schedulability. This research follows the
work we made in [7] where we laid the basis for the task
clustering and proposed a first heuristic. In this paper, we
mainly develop four improvements. First, we emphasize
the necessity of the task clustering by examining the im-
pact of having a huge number of threads. To this intent,
we achieved experiments on the effect of the clustering
on context switches and preemptions. Second, we prove
theNP-Hardness of the task clustering. Third, we propose
conditions under which clustering does not require further
schedulability test. Finally, we prove the sustainable un-
schedulability of classic schedulability tests (basically the
reverse property of sustainable schedulability introduced
in [10]), which enables us to limit the search space of the
heuristic. A slightly different variant of the heuristic con-
sists in stopping the minimization to the number of tasks
the RTOS can handle.
Organization The rest of the paper is organized as fol-
lows. In Section 2, we inspect the overhead caused by a
large number of threads in a real-time operating system.
We define the way we cluster tasks in Section 3. Section
4 is dedicated to the influence of the task clustering on the
schedulability. The NP-Hardness of the task clustering is
proved and a heuristic to cope with it is described in Sec-
tion 5. Section 6 contains experimental results on the task
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clustering and evaluation of its impact in terms of context
switches and preemptions.
2 Overhead of numerous threads
Designs of real-time embedded systems consist of hun-
dreds of threads. The task clustering aims at grouping a
large number of nodes into a reduced set of tasks. In this
section, we examine the impact of having a high number
of threads.
2.1 Scheduling overhead
2.1.1 Scheduler level
In a real-time operating system, the scheduler is respon-
sible for the allocation of processes (or tasks) on the pro-
cessing unit by applying real-time scheduling algorithms,
such as Deadline Monotonic (DM) [22] or Earliest Dead-
line First (EDF) [24]. Scheduler implementations may
vary, but commonly the scheduler handles two queues:
one called the run/dispatch/ready queue and the other
called the delay queue. The ready queue holds the tasks
ready to be executed, ordered by priority. The delay queue
holds the suspended tasks. A task enters the suspended
state when the scheduler switches from that task to an-
other, in other words at a context switch. Manipulating a
delay queue with a large number of tasks induces an ad-
ditional cost (cf. [11]), because at each clock interrupt
the delay queue is scanned and tasks are inserted into the
ready queue sorted according to their release time.
2.1.2 Context switches and preemptions
The context of a task generally consists at least of reg-
isters, a program counter and a stack pointer. Each time
the scheduler selects a task to be executed, the system has
to store the previous task context and to retrieve the next
one. This involves several processor instructions.
A context switch occurs each time a job has completed
its execution. It also occurs when a task of high priority
is released and interrupts the execution of a lower priority
task before its completion. This is called a preemption.
Thus, a preemption necessarily results in a context switch
but not all context switches are due to preemptions. Our
experiments in the Section 6.2 show that the clustering
highly reduces the total number of context switches but
that the number of preemptions remains essentially simi-
lar.
2.2 Memory
The memory footprint for having a large number of tasks
can be considered at two levels. First, each task obviously
consumes its proper portion of memory and second, the
scheduler also needs some memory to store task queues.
2.2.1 Task level
The memory footprint of a task depends highly on the
real-time operating system implementation. Neverthe-
less, a task generally consists of a structure (sometimes
called Process Control Block (PCB)) with a stack, reg-
isters, pointers, its state, etc. The global memory allo-
cated to tasks is usually linear with the number of tasks.
We experimented the memory consumption of tasks on
the FreeRTOS operating system on a TMS570, a Texas
Instrument (TI) microcontroller designed for critical ap-
plications. This cost is relatively small but may not be
negligible with a large number of tasks on a controller
with a limited RAM. For instance, considering the con-
stant memory used by a task, clustering 100 tasks to 10
on the TMS570 amounts to reducing the RAM utilization
by approximately 13.5 KB on a total of 160 KB avail-
able RAM, that is to say a reduction of approximately 150
bytes per task.
2.2.2 Scheduler level
In the worst case, fixed task-priority policies assign as
many priorities as tasks (e.g if all deadlines are distinct).
Hence, the number of priorities needed to schedule a
task set naturally increases with a large number of tasks.
This has a cost because usually scheduler implementa-
tions require one queue by level of priority. Moreover,
having many unique priority levels leads to an additional
amount of stack space as the number of preemptions is
high. Nevertheless, mechanisms for limiting preemptions
such as non-preemption groups [14] or preemption thresh-
olds [37] can reduce the number or priorities.
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Figure 1: Task Diagram.
3 Task Clustering
In this section, we explain how we cluster tasks. For this
purpose, we define our task model and we present the
clustering of two tasks.
3.1 Real-time task model
Our model, illustrated in Figure 1, is based on Liu and
Layland’s model [24]. A system consists of a syn-
chronous (i.e. with offsets equal to zero) set of real-time
tasks S = ({τi(Ci, Di, Ti)}1≤i≤n)whereCi is the worst-
case execution time (WCET) of τi, Ti is the activation pe-
riod,Di is the relative deadline withDi ≤ Ti. We denote
τi.k the (k + 1)
th (k ≥ 0) instance, or job, of τi. The job
τi.k is released at time oi.k = kTi. Every job τi.k must be
completed before its absolute deadline di.k = oi.k +Di
In this paper, we focus on priority-based scheduling
policies, either fixed job-priority with EDF or fixed task-
priority policies with DM.
Let J denote the infinite set of job J = {τi.k, 1 ≤
i ≤ n, k ∈ N}. Given a priority assignment Φ, we define
two functions sΦ, eΦ : J → N, where sΦ(τi.k) is the
start time and eΦ(τi.k) is the completion time of τi.k in
the schedule produced by Φ.
Definition 1 Let S = ({τi}1≤i≤n) be a task set and Φ
be a priority assignment. S is schedulable under Φ if and
only if: ∀τi.k, eΦ(τi.k) ≤ di.k ∧ sΦ(τi.k) ≥ oi.k
In the sequel, we will also rely on the notion of worst-case
response time.
Definition 2 The worst-case response time Ri indicates
the maximum time elapsed between the release of any job
of τi and its completion.
3.2 Clustering model
Definition 3 Clustering tasks τi and τj , whereDi ≤ Dj ,
produces a cluster τij with the following parameters:
Cij = Ci + Cj
Tij = Ti = Tj
Dij =
{
Dj if ((Dj−Cj≤Di)∨(Rj−Cj≤Di)) (1a)
Di otherwise. (1b)
Notice that, executing τij consists in executing sequen-
tially τi and then τj . In the following, τi′ and τj′ denote
respectively the parts of τi and τj in τij .
By restriction, we only group tasks with identical pe-
riods. In industrial practices, functionalities of differ-
ent periods are sometimes grouped together, especially
when these functionalities interact a lot, to minimize com-
munication as explained in [34]. This possibility makes
the clustering more complex because it requires to man-
age scheduling inside a cluster. For this reason, we do
not deal with this option in this paper. Nevertheless, we
could relax this assumption via, e.g., hierarchical schedul-
ing [23, 26] or by sequencing tasks offline through a se-
quencer task similarly to [25].
In the sequel, case (1a) refers to clustering with dead-
line Dj and case (1b) to clustering with deadline Di.
We choose the cluster deadline Dij (cf. Equations (1a)
and (1b)) in such way that both tasks of the cluster still re-
spect their initial deadlines after clustering. This is stated
formally as follows:
Theorem 1 Let S = ({τi(Ci, Di, Ti)}1≤i≤n) be a
synchronous task set and two tasks τx and τy with
Dx ≤ Dy and Tx = Ty . Let Φ be a priority assignment
and S ′ = ({S \ {τx, τy}} ∪ τxy).
S ′ is schedulable under Φ ⇒ S is schedulable under
Φ.
Proof 1 (Case (1a))
Trivially, τj′ respects its initial deadline Dj . τi′ respects
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its initial deadline Di when Dj − Cj ≤ Di:
S ′ schedulable under Φ⇒ ∀τij.k, eΦ(τij.k) ≤ dij.k
⇒ eΦ(τi′.k) + Cj ≤ dij.k
As Dj ≤ Di + Cj , eΦ(τi′.k) + Cj ≤ di.k + Cj
And thus eΦ(τi′.k) ≤ di.k
When Rj − Cj ≤ Di:
S ′ schedulable under Φ
⇒ ∀τij.k, eΦ(τij.k) ≤oij.k +Rij
eΦ(τi′.k) + Cj ≤oij.k +Rij
As Rij = Rj , eΦ(τi′.k) + Cj ≤oij.k +Rj
As Rj ≤ Di + Cj , eΦ(τi′.k) + Cj ≤oij.k +Di + Cj
eΦ(τi′.k) + Cj ≤di.k + Cj
And thus eΦ(τi′.k) ≤di.k
(Case (1b))
Trivial.
4 Cluster Schedulability
In this section, we first stress that a task set may become
unschedulable after a clustering. Then, we present exist-
ing schedulability tests to assess whether a task set is still
schedulable after a clustering or not. Finally, we deter-
mine the conditions under which schedulability does not
need to be re-checked after clustering.
4.1 Impact on schedulability
Remark 1 In case (1b), S schedulable under Φ ; S ′
schedulable under Φ.
A schedulable system might become non schedulable
after clustering under the minimum deadline of the two
tasks, as illustrated in Figure 2. Indeed, we notice in Sub-
figure 2(b) that the task τb misses its first deadline after
the clustering of tasks τa and τc. Thus, we must check the
resulting task set schedulability after clustering.
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(a) Initial schedulable system of tasks τa,τb and τc under DM.
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(b) Resulting unschedulable system after clustering of tasks τa and τc.
Figure 2: Influence of task clustering on system schedu-
lability.
In the following, we consider that a clustering that leads
to a unschedulable task set is not valid:
Definition 4 Let S = ({τi}1≤i≤n) be a task set and τx
and τy be two tasks of S such thatDx ≤ Dy . We say that
τxy is a valid cluster if and only if the task set obtained
after clustering is schedulable.
4.2 Schedulability tests
In this section, we review existing schedulability tests that
can be used during clustering for DM and EDF schedul-
ing policies. First we highlight their complexity and then,
we examine if they may provide a clue of the remaining
“schedulabiliy margin” of the task set, i.e. how much
more we can reduce deadlines during further clustering
before the task set becomes unschedulable.
A schedulability test is called sufficient if all task sets
considered schedulable by the test are actually schedula-
ble. In the same manner, a schedulability test is called
necessary if all task sets considered unschedulable by the
test are in fact unschedulable. Schedulability tests that are
both sufficient and necessary are referred to as exact.
We only consider exact or sufficient tests, which en-
sures that the task sets obtained after clustering are
schedulable. Indeed, applying sufficient tests means that
we might not get the minimum number of clusters but we
are sure to obtain a valid clustering. Remember that we
work with synchronous (with offsets equal to zero) task
sets that have constrained deadlines (i.e. with Di ≤ Ti).
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4.2.1 Exact schedulability tests
In the same manner as in [15], we distinguish two types
of tests: Boolean schedulability tests and response time
tests. On the one hand, Boolean tests give a Boolean
answer, determining only whether a task set is schedu-
lable or not, for instance with Processor Demand Criteria
(PDC [6]) or Quick convergence Processor-demand Anal-
ysis (QPA) [40]. On the other hand, exact tests based on
Response Time Analysis (RTA [20, 2]) provide the worst
response time for each task.
RTA of a task τi is based on the concept of level-i busy
period that is presented more fully in Section 5.1.1. RTA
for fixed task-priority (FTP) systems as DM can be per-
formed with a pseudo-polynomial time algorithm. On the
contrary to FTP systems, the worst response time is not
necessarily found on the first processor busy period in a
task set scheduled by EDF [36]. Thus, computing RTA for
EDF is more complex and has an exponential complexity.
4.2.2 Sufficient schedulability conditions
In order to reduce the complexity of the computations,
we also considered linear sufficient schedulability tests.
Audsley [3] and Devi [16] propose sufficient but not nec-
essary schedulability tests, respectively for DM and EDF
in O(n) complexity. Those two sufficient tests actually
provide an approximate worst response time for each task.
They can be considered as an approximate RTA analysis.
4.3 Zero-cost clustering
In this section, we prove that in the case 1a, a clustering
preserves the schedulability of the task set. A clustering
that can be done without re-running a schedulability test
is called a zero-cost clustering.
Theorem 2 Let S = ({τi(Ci, Di, Ti)}1≤i≤n) be a syn-
chronous task set and two tasks τx and τy withDx ≤ Dy ,
Tx = Ty and (Dy−Cy ≤ Dx)∨ (Ry−Cy ≤ Dx). Let Φ
be a priority assignment and S ′ = ({S \ {τx, τy}}∪τxy).
In the case (1a), S schedulable under Φ⇔ S ′ schedu-
lable under Φ.
Proof 2 (Only if part)
By definition, Di ≤ Dj .
S schedulable under Φ⇒ ∀τi.k, eΦ(τi.k) ≤ di.k
∧ ∀τj.k, eΦ(τj.k) ≤ dj.k
From (1a), di.k ≤ dij.k ∧ dij.k = dj.k
The rest of the proof follows.
(If part) Proved in Theorem 1.
5 Minimizing the number of tasks
After having defined how to correctly cluster tasks, we
now go to the heart of the matter: finding the minimum
schedulable task set using task clustering. In this section,
we present the theoretical complexity of the problem, a
heuristic to tackle it and some results related to the sus-
tainable (un)schedulability tests that serve this heuristic.
5.1 Sustainable unschedulability
In this section, we prove that a task set that is unschedu-
lable remains so after clustering. This allows us to cut the
search space when looking for the minimum valid cluster.
Burns and Baruah [10] defined the notion of sustain-
able schedulability, which means that a task set deemed
schedulable by a schedulability test remains so with ”bet-
ter” timing constraints (e.g increased deadlines and pe-
riods, decreased execution time). If so, this test is con-
sidered sustainable. In a similar manner, we study in this
section how an unschedulable task set behaves, in ”worse”
conditions, with decreased deadlines, periods or increased
execution times. We examine the sustainable unschedula-
bility in the context of uniprocessor preemptive schedul-
ing, with synchronous tasks under fixed task-priority and
fixed job-priority assignment.
5.1.1 Fixed task-priority assignment
In the sequel, we rely on the existing exact test based on
RTA. Worst response time Ri of a task τi is based on the
concept of level-i busy period. Intuitively, the level-i busy
period is the maximum continuous time interval during
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which a processor executes tasks of higher or equal pri-
ority to the priority of the considered task τi. RTA com-
putes for each task its worst response time denoted by Ri.
Equation for finding Ri is based on the fact that, if a task
τi is released at time t where t is a critical instant, there
must be time for τi and for every higher priority job to
complete in the interval (t, Ri]. The equation for Ri is
solved by the following recurrence relation:
wn+1i =
∑
j∈hp(i)
⌈
wni
Tj
⌉
× Cj (2)
For all i, hp(i) denotes the set of higher priority tasks
than τi. The recurrence holds until w
n+1
i = w
n
i and then
Ri = w
n+1
i . Notice that w
0
i can be initialized to Ci and
that the task set is not schedulable if a task τi exists such
that Ri > Di.
Theorem 3 (Sustainable unschedulability) A task set
deemed unschedulable with RTA remains so with smaller
relative deadlines.
Proof 3 By contrapositive. Let S be a task set deemed
unschedulable by RTA. Let S ′ be a task set identical to
S except that some tasks have shorter deadlines. Assume
that S ′ is schedulable. As RTA is sustainable, this would
mean that S is schedulable (because S is obtained by in-
creasing some deadlines of S ′). Thus we have a contra-
diction.
Lemma 1 A system that is unschedulable with RTA re-
mains so with smaller periods and longer execution times.
Proof 4 Considering the RTA, we can trivially observe in
Equation (2) that decreasing a period Ti and increasing
Ci will increase Ri.
5.1.2 Fixed job-priority assignment
In this section, we use the method PDC that provides
an exact test for a task set scheduled by Earliest Deadline
First (EDF) to prove the sustainable unschedulability for
fixed job-priority assignment. The PDC is based on the
processor demand bound function (dbf). For synchronous
task set, dbf(t) corresponds to the cumulative execution
requirement by the jobs that have their absolute deadlines
before or at t. It is given by the following formula:
dbf(t) =
n∑
i=1
⌊ t+ Ti −Di
Ti
⌋
× Ci (3)
A synchronous task set is EDF-schedulable iff the de-
mand bound never exceeds the available time t:
∀t ≥ 0, dbf(t) ≤ t (4)
Theorem 4 A system using deemed unschedulable with
PDC remains so with smaller deadlines, smaller periods
and longer execution times.
Proof 5 Simply observe that in Equation (3) the function
dbf is monotonically non-decreasing with respect to de-
creasing Di, decreasing Ti and increasing Ci.
5.2 Task Clustering is NP-Hard
In [7], we gave a practical idea of the high complexity of
the task clustering. Our experiments showed that an ex-
haustive search is not achievable due to the exponential
number of partitions to explore. Indeed, the number of
partitions to assess to find the minimum task set is equal
to
m∏
i=0
Bi where Bi is the exponential Bell number [30]
of the set of tasks with period i and m is the number of
different periods of the task set. However, we did not ad-
dress the problem in terms of computational complexity
theory. Thus, we prove here that our problem is NP-hard.
Let us first define the clustering problemmore formally.
Let S = ({τi(Ci, Di, Ti)}1≤i≤n) be a synchronous task
set. Let C(S) denote the set of schedulable task sets ob-
tained by recursive valid task clusterings of S . The prob-
lem we want to address is the following:
Given S , find the task set with minimal cardinality in
C(S).
Notice that this problem is defined with respect to a
given schedulability test. In the following we call RTA-
clustering the problem defined with respect to RTA (fixed-
task priorities) and DBF-clustering the problem defined
with respect to DBF (fixed job-priorities).
We first recall the bin-packing problem, and its variant,
the bin-packing with fragile objects (BPFO) introduced in
[5], which we will reduce to our problem.
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Bin-packing In the bin-packing problem, objects of dif-
ferent sizes must be packed into a set of bins. Let a finite
set of objects {pi}1≤i≤n of size ai and a finite set of bins
{bj}1≤j≤m of size vj , with ai, vj ∈ Z+. Let Bk de-
note the set of objects assigned to bin k. Each bin content
must not exceed its capacity: ∀k, 1 ≤ k ≤ m, ∀pi ∈
Bk,
∑
ai ≤ vk. The bin-packing problem (decision ver-
sion) is stated as follows:
Is it possible to place all the n objects intom bins
respecting the necessary condition cited above for each
bin ?
The optimization version of this problem consists in
computing the minimum number of bins in which we can
fit the objects. Bin-packing is known to be NP-Complete
in the decision version and NP-Hard in its optimization
version. BPFO is a more general version of the Bin-
packing where each object has a fragility fi and the va-
lidity condition is replaced by: ∀k, 1 ≤ k ≤ m, ∀pi ∈
Bk,
∑
ai ≤ min{fi}.
Theorem 5 RTA-clustering and DBF-clustering are NP-
Hard.
Proof 6 To prove the NP-hardness, we reduce BPFO to
our problem by showing that any instance of BPFO cor-
responds to an instance of our problem. Given an instance
of BPFO, we make the following correspondences: each
object pi corresponds to a task τi, fi corresponds to Di,
ai corresponds to Ci and a bin Bk corresponds to a clus-
ter τk.
Now, checking the fragility condition does not directly
correspond to checking clusters validity. Indeed, this
would correspond to checking that ∀k, 1 ≤ k ≤ m, ∀τi ∈
τk,
∑
Ci ≤ min{Di}, which is not a sufficient validity
(schedulability) condition. However, both RTA and DBF
tests require to check at some point properties of the form
f({Ci}, . . .) ≤ g({Di}, . . .) where f and g are functions
with higher complexity than in the validity condition of
BPFO.
5.3 Heuristic
In this section, we detail our approach for minimizing the
size of the initial task set by successive clustering. Due
to the NP-Hardness of the problem, we rely on a heuristic
instead of an exact algorithm.
Figure 3: Recursive generation of partitions.
5.3.1 Principle
We start from an initial task set where each task is consid-
ered a cluster with one element, we gradually try to group
more and more clusters together to minimize the cardinal-
ity of the task set, as depicted in the example of Figure 3.
At each step, we try to group each cluster with each other
and we have several candidates that fulfill conditions of
a valid cluster. We must select the best candidate among
them. This is done using a heuristic cost (or evaluation)
function that estimates which candidate will most likely
lead to the best clustering. The sustainable unschedulabil-
ity allows us to not consider descendants of unschedula-
ble task sets. We propose to achieve task clustering using
classic optimization heuristics based on cost functions.
5.3.2 Cost function
We need a schedulability test to determine valid cluster-
ing because grouping tasks may make the resulting task
set more and more difficult to schedule due to reduced
deadlines. Moreover, we need a relevant heuristic cost
function to determine the best candidate for the cluster-
ing. Thus, we want a schedulability test that exhibits some
features that might allow us to compare the potential of
two task sets. Therefore, in this section, we explore the
compatibility of the tests presented in Section 4.2 with a
heuristic based on a cost function.
Boolean exact tests only give a Boolean answer on the
schedulability of a task set. Thus, they do not exhibit
any clear feature that could be considered a heuristic cost
function. Exact tests based on RTA gives worst response
times for each task while sufficient tests for DM and EDF
presented in Section 4.2.2 are based on a pessimistic ap-
proximation of the RTA. Considering a task τk with its
worst response time denoted Rk, the closer to one
Rk
Dk
is,
the less we have margin to group the task τk with another.
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Thus, we can use the sum of each task response time di-
vided by its respective deadline as heuristic cost function.
Then, we have a heuristic cost function h(S), such that
h(S) =
|S|∑
k=0
Rk
Dk
5.3.3 Algorithm
Several heuristics based on a cost function exist such as
greedy best-first search (greedy BFS), A* algorithm, sim-
ulated annealing, etc. We do not aim in this paper at
comparing their different performances. We chose a sim-
ple heuristic based on greedy BFS [31] detailed in Algo-
rithm 1. The choice of the heuristic (BFS here) is not
central in this work. The main idea is the heuristic cost
function that may also be applied with other heuristics, as
those cited above.
As described in Algorithm 1, we recursively enumer-
ate partitions. At each recursive call, we first try to ap-
ply a zero-cost clustering on each generated child. If the
zero-cost condition is respected we make a recursive call
with the new cluster, if not, we accumulate a 3-tuple con-
taining the task set and indices of the two tasks we want
to group in a buffer. Finally, if no zero-cost clustering
has been made during this step of partitions enumeration,
we choose the most promising task set with non zero-cost
clustering. The most promising child is selected accord-
ing to the heuristic cost function of Section 5.3.2. Notice
that, as we cluster one more task by recursive call, we
can easily stop the algorithm if a target number of tasks
is reached instead of searching for the minimum task set.
Practically, it consists in introducing a counter of the num-
ber of recursive calls and to stop the recursion as soon as
the desired number of tasks is reached.
Lemma 2 The complexity of Algorithm 1 with linear tests
isO(n4) and pseudo-polynomial with pseudo-polynomial
tests (RTA for DM).
Proof 7 The number of children (or direct successors)
generated from a partition of i elements is equal to i ×
(i− 1)/2. We only explore one among all visited children
at each step with our greedy heuristic. Thus, the maxi-
mum number of visited partitions is equal to
n∑
i=0
i×(i−1)
2 .
This sum corresponds to the sum of the first n triangular
numbers (also called tetrahedral numbers) and its closed-
form expression is f(n) = n(n+1)(n+2)6 [35]. Hence,
this sequence complexity is O(n3). We apply a sufficient
schedulability test in O(n) complexity (whether with DM
or EDF) on each visited partition, so the heuristic com-
plexity is O(n3) ×O(n) = O(n4). In a similar way, ap-
plying schedulability tests with a pseudo-polynomial com-
plexity gives a pseudo-polynomial complexity to the whole
algorithm.
6 Experiments
6.1 Task set generation
We chose the following model to generate random task
sets:
• Ui: each task utilization (
Ci
Ti
) is computed following
the classic UUnifast [8] method. We denote as u the
overall utilization factor of the processor.
• Ti: each task period is uniformly distributed between
a set of a maximum of 10 different periods by task set
using method [18], ensuring that the simulation can
be limited to a reasonable hyper-period
• Ci = Ti × Ui
• Di = round((Ti − Ci) × rand(d1, d2)) + Ci with
0 ≤ d1 ≤ d2. This computation comes from [18]
and use the following functions: rand(d1, d2)which
returns a pseudo-random real number uniformly dis-
tributed in the interval [d1, d2] and round(x) which
returns the closest integer to x. We notice that
d1 = d2 = 1 corresponds to implicit deadlines and
d1 ≤ d2 = 1 to constrained deadlines.
6.2 Context switches and preemptions
We simulate the schedule to obtain the total num-
ber of context switches using the scheduling simulator
SimSo [12] and our task clustering heuristic to evaluate
the number of context switches and preemptions before
and after task clustering under DM. Our experiments did
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Algorithm 1 Task clustering algorithm
Function clustering(S)
Require: S = ({τi}1≤i≤n): initial set of tasks in non-
decreasing deadline order
minSumTests← n+ 1
minSet← null
childrenBuffer← null
//Try zero-cost clustering.
for i = n− 1 to 0 do
for j = i− 1 to 0 do
if Ti == Tj then
if (Dj − Cj ≤ Di) ∨ (Rj − Cj ≤ Di) then
S′ ← {S \ {τi, τj}} ∪ τij
return clustering(S’)
else
childrenBuffer ←
{childrenBuffer ∪ (S, i, j)}
end if
end if
end for
end for
// If no zero-cost clustering found, find most promising
child.
for all (M,x, y) ∈ childrenBuffer do
if Cx + Cy ≤ min(Dx, Dy) then //laxity
M ′ ← {M \ {τx, τy}} ∪ τxy
if schedulable(M ′) then
if h(M ′) < minSumTests then
minSumTests← h(M ′)
minSet←M ′
end if
end if
end if
end for
if minSet 6= null then
return clustering(minSet) //continue with best child
else
return S
end if
Nb of Tasks Total Ctx Switches Preemptions
After clustering -93% -92.5% +0.2%
Table 1: Evolution of the total number of context switches
and preemptions after task clustering under DM.
not exhibit the clear main factors (utilization factor, dead-
lines, number of tasks, etc) that impact the number of con-
text switches and preemptions. Thus, we use the follow-
ing settings. The number of tasks is fixed to 200. Results
are averaged on 1000 executions. Deadlines are uniformly
distributed between bounds d1 = 0 and d2 = 1 and the
utilization factor of the processor is randomly generated
between 0.20 and 0.80 for each generated task set. We ob-
serve in Table 1 that the total number of context switches
is reduced on average by 90% and that the number of pre-
emptions remains similar after clustering.
6.3 Number of tasks
In this section we present the number of tasks obtained
after clustering. We cannot compare our heuristic with an
optimal solution because the task clustering is not achiev-
able with an exhaustive search among all partitions. In-
stead we compare our results with our previous work [7].
We also present the part of zero-cost clustering performed
in the clustering.
Task sets range from 50 to 300 tasks for DM or 200
tasks for EDF by step of 50 tasks. Maximum utilization
factor is fixed at 0.80 and deadlines are uniformly dis-
tributed between bounds d1 = 0 and d2 = 1. We only
take into account task sets that are initially schedulable.
We compute average results by executing several times
the heuristic on randomly generated task sets with the
same parameters. We observe in Figure 4(a) that we are
able to cluster many tasks under DM. Results are slightly
better than in our previous work and most of the cluster-
ing is performed by zero-cost clustering as showed in Fig-
ure 5(a). Consequently, this results in an important gain of
execution time. For example, experiments conducted on
a 2.3GHz Intel Core i7 quad-core with 4GByte memory
show that we are able to cluster a set of 1000 tasks in a few
seconds while clustering an initial set of 500 tasks took
more than one hour of computation in our previous work.
Nonetheless, compared to our previous work, results un-
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der EDF observed in Figure 4(b) are more encouraging.
This difference probably comes from the pessimism of the
sufficient test under EDF used in the previous work, espe-
cially when the utilization factor was high. It also comes
from the efficiency of the zero-cost clustering that highly
reduces the number of tasks. Thus, the RTA for EDF that
has a high complexity is more able to handle this restricted
number of tasks. Nevertheless, experiments shows that
we can not get results in a reasonable time from 200 tasks
with the RTA for EDF. In the case of larger task set, the
sufficient test may be preferred. The results of clustering
under DM and EDF are quite similar. Finally notice that
globally, the higher the utilization factor is, the less the
tasks are clustered.
7 Conclusion and Future work
In this paper, we studied the impact of implementing a
real-time system as numerous threads. We emphasized
that clustering several functionalities in the same thread
highly reduces the number of context switches and, to a
lesser extent, also reduces memory consumption. We pro-
posed a heuristic to minimize the number of threads of
the implementation, while preserving timing constraints
and schedulability. This heuristic improves over our pre-
vious work, thanks to the zero-cost clustering and sustain-
able unschedulability that enables us to limit the search
space. We presented experimental results of this heuris-
tic under DM and EDF scheduling policies. Concerning
future works, we would like to propose solutions based
on classic optimization techniques such as mixed integer
linear programming (MILP). We are currently working
on task clustering applied to tasks with precedence con-
straints and plan to extend that work to a multi-processor
setting.
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Figure 4: Results of task clustering.
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Figure 5: Average results on task clustering.
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